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   Casa Tavasso  
  Agent Info

Name: Edward Crompton
Company
Name:

Realpoint Property Ltd

Country: United Kingdom
Experience
since:
Service Type: Selling a Property
Specialties:
Property Type: Apartments
Phone:
Languages: English
Website:

Listing details
Property for: Sale
Price: EUR 1,800,000

  Location
Country: Italy
State/Region/Province: Piedmont
Posted: Nov 08, 2020
Description:
A bed and breakfast that's has planning permission for additional rooms and restaurant with sauna

Casa Tavasso is the perfect choice for a relaxing holiday, a short break or for even a brief stay before and
after a journey. Casa Tavasso is geographically situated in an optimum position. It is very near many
touristic, gastronomic, historical and cultural places of interest.

A varied and very satisfying breakfast is always available to help start your day in the best way possible

All of Casa Tavasso's rooms are very comfortable and spacious. They all have TV's and large bathrooms,
no angle or square metre has been cut or reduced at your expense. A Gym and a Sauna are at disposition
for those of you who want to pursue some sporting activities or are looking for that extra bit of
relaxation. Each one of our rooms has its own unique style and boasts glorious period furniture, which
have been inspired by various eras of Italian art.
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Mini Apartment

For those of you looking for more independence and convenience, Casa Tavasso has the solution with its
mini-apartment which has been designed to meet all modern day conveniences and comforts.

Casa Tavasso is situated in Quarto Superiore, just outside of Asti. It can be found just off the SS10 road
(leading to and from the city of Alessandria). It's approximately 3 Km from the exit (Asti East) of the
A21 motorway (Turin - Piacenza). It is situated in a strategic position as it is near all of the places and
events of interest: e.g. The Palio of Asti, The prestigious truffle mushroom exhibition in Alba, the
historical re-enactment of the siege of Canelli and Acqui Terme's Thermal baths.

  Lease terms
Date Available:

  Contact information
IMLIX ID: IX4.691.422
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